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1: Fernando Alonso's new McLaren F1 deal is 'long-term' from - F1 - Autosport
Excel Dealing with Table Formulas This page is an advertiser-supported excerpt of the book, Learn Excel from MrExcel
- Excel Mysteries Solved. If you like this topic, please consider buying the entire e-book.

There are many ways to use Excel formulas to decrease the amount of time you spend in Excel and increase
the accuracy of your data and your reports. B5 The SUM formula does exactly what you would expect. It
allows you to add 2 or more numbers together. You can use cell references as well in this formula. The above
shows you different examples. You can have numbers in there separated by commas and it will add them
together for you, you can have cell references and as long as there are numbers in those cells it will add them
together for you, or you can have a range of cells with a colon in between the 2 cells, and it will add the
numbers in all the cells in the range. A10 The count formula counts the number of cells in a range that have
numbers in them. This formula only works with numbers though: It only counts the cells where there are
numbers. A10 Counts the number of non-empty cells in a range. It counts the number of non-empty cells no
matter the data type. Notice the difference in the formula results: The TRIM formula removes that extra space.
Check out the character count difference with and without the TRIM formula. RIGHT gives you the number
of characters from the right of the text string, LEFT gives you the number of characters from the left, and MID
gives you the specified number of characters from the middle of the word. I used the LEFT formula to get the
first word. I had it look in cell A1 and grab only the 1st character from the left. I had it look in cell A1, start at
character 3, and grab 5 characters after that. I had it look at cell A1 and grab the first 6 characters from the
right. The official description of what it does: This makes it a lot easier to make sure the data you are getting
back is a correct match. If you put TRUE it will give you the closest match. You have 2 lists: They are all
jumbled around so to manually match this, even for a small number of salesmen would leave room for a high
margin of error and take a lot of time. The first list goes from A1 to B The 2nd list goes from D1 to E This is a
number that appears on both lists. This is called an absolute reference. This tells the formula the number of
columns away from the left most column to return in case of match. It starts at 1, not 0. I would then copy and
paste that formula along all the cells in column C next to the first list. This is a complicated formula, but an
extremely useful one. Check out some other examples: Continuing with the sales example: Now you can use
an IF statement that says: It would look like this: We would then copy and paste this formula along all the
entries in the list. It would change for each sales person. Having the result right there from the IF statement is
a lot easier than manually figuring this out. There are also the formulas: The real power comes in combining
these functions into complicated excel formulas. This can be a really intimidating formula even for the most
seasoned Excel user.
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2: Tutorial: How to Decide Which Excel Lookup Formula to Use
Excel Dealing with Table Formulas This page created on Friday, July 22, by Bill Jelen This page is an
advertiser-supported excerpt of the book, Power Excel from MrExcel - Excel Mysteries Solved.

The result of these formulas is shown in figure 2 below. Sample data Figure 2: Number of unique values The
formula shown above is the simplest way of counting unique values. However, you might encounter some
scenarios where you might need to tweak it a little bit. For example, if there are empty cells in the range you
can do this: Complex and Robust formula The method mentioned above is useful when you need to quickly
count the number of unique values in a small range. However, for more complex scenarios such as large
ranges lots of cells , lots of empty spaces, it is better to use a more robust and efficient formula. The formula
recommended to count unique values in a Range for this complex cases is: B16; therefore the formulas would
be: How to Remove Duplicates Sometimes we want to remove the duplicate values from a range. Fortunately,
MS Excel has a feature to do exactly that, remove duplicate values in a range according to the values in one or
several columns. Consider the values in the following sheet I have already highlighted the duplicate values for
convenience: Sample data having duplicate values We can follow the following steps to remove the duplicate
values. Select the required cell range i. A16 in our example. Remove duplicates option You will be asked to
select the column s where duplicates will be removed i. Column A in our case. You will be notified about the
number of duplicate and unique values as shown in the figure below Figure 2: Duplicate and unique values
notification After removing the duplicates, you will get a list of values having unique values only as shown
below. List of unique values after removing duplicates Notice that you can remove the duplicate values by
considering several columns at the same time. Multiple columns for remove duplicates Just repeat the same
steps: B18 Go to Data Remove duplicates In the checkbox that will appear, select the column titles you want
to consider for the duplicates elimination. Notice that you will ONLY select the column titles for the columns
where the duplicates will be considered, regardless of the number of columns in the data range. Columns
selection for remove duplicates Click OK How to count distinct values in PivotTables using the Excel Data
Model in Probably one of the most awaited PivotTable features in native Excel was the ability to count distinct
values. Fortunately, starting on Excel Microsoft introduced the capability of counting distinct values in
PivotTables without using complex tricks. Before exploring this feature, let us see what was the problem with
pivot tables. Suppose we have data about customers and their orders. Different customers have ordered
different items as shown in the figure below. Sample data If we are interested to find the number of distinct
items ordered by each customer, then we can create a pivot table by following the steps given below but
normal pivot table cannot satisfy our requirement. Normal pivot table just counts the number of items against
each customer rather than providing the distinct count of items. Click on anywhere in the range. Steps to
create pivot table You will get a pivot table as shown below. Pivot table showing the total number of counts In
order to solve this issue, you can use the data model feature in MS Excel or later by following the next steps:
Click anywhere in the range. It MUST be checked to get the desired result. Excel pivot table options After
moving the fields, the PivotTable will look like this. Pivot table showing customers and items Right click on
any item in second column. Distinct count of values As you can see, there a many tips to deal with duplicates
in Excel. Do you know more? Please post them in the comments section! Please share this post!
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3: How to alphabetize in Excel: sort alphabetically columns and rows
Coming back the the Excel Table, you can aggregate over the entire table (or a portion of it) the values by using the
SUBTOTAL formula and providing it with the reference to a particular row, column or the entire table.

Sort each column alphabetically How to alphabetize in Excel Overall, there are 3 main ways to sort
alphabetically in Excel: A-Z or Z-A button, the Sort feature, and filter. Below you will find the detailed
guidance on each method. How to sort a column alphabetically The fastest way to sort alphabetically in Excel
is this: Select any cell in the column you want to sort. Either way, Excel will alphabetize your list
instantaneously: If something looks wrong, click the Undo button to restore the original order. Alphabetize
and keep rows together If your data set contains two or more columns, you can use the A-Z or Z-A button to
put one of the columns in alphabetical order and Excel will automatically move the data in other columns,
keeping the rows intact. As you can see in the sorted table on the right, the related information in each row is
kept together: In some situations, mostly when just one or a few cells in the middle of your data set are
selected, Excel is unsure which part of the data to sort and asks for your instructions. Filter and alphabetize in
Excel Another quick way to sort alphabetically in Excel is to add a filter. Adding a filter to your table is easy:
Select one or several column headers. Small drop-down arrows will appear in each of the column headers. The
column is alphabetized straight away, and a small upward arrow on the filter button indicates the sorting order
ascending: To reverse the order, select Sort Z to A from the filter drop-down menu. To remove the filter,
simply click the Filter button again. How to put multiple columns in alphabetical order In case you want to
alphabetize data in several columns, use the Excel Sort command, which gives more control over how your
data is sorted. To have it done, please perform the following steps: Select the entire table you want to sort. In
most cases, you can select just one cell and Excel will pick the rest of your data automatically, but this is an
error-prone approach, especially when there are some gaps blank cells within your data. In the other two
boxes, leave the default settings: If the first dropdown is showing column letters instead of headings, tick off
the My data has headers box. Click the Add Level button to add the next level and select the options for
another column. In this example, the second level sorts the values in the Name column alphabetically from A
to Z: If you are sorting by multiple columns with the same criteria, click Copy Level instead of Add Level. In
this case, you will only have to choose a different column in the first box. Add more sort levels if needed, and
click OK. Excel will sort your data in the specified order. As shown in the screenshot below, our table is
arranged alphabetically exactly as it should: How to sort rows alphabetically in Excel If your data is arranged
horizontally, you may want to sort it alphabetically across rows. This can also be done by using the Excel Sort
feature. Select the range you want to sort. If your table has row labels that should not be moved, be sure to
leave them out. In the Sort dialog box, click the Options In the small Sort Options dialog that appears, select
Sort left to right, and click OK to get back to the Sort From the Sort by drop-down list, select the row number
you want to alphabetize Row 1 in this example. In the other two boxes, the default values will do just fine, so
we keep them Cell Values in the Sort on box, and A to Z in the Order box , and click OK: As the result, the
first row in our table is sorted in alphabetical order, and the rest of the data is rearranged accordingly,
preserving all correlations between the entries: Problems with sorting alphabetically in Excel Excel sort
features are amazing, but if you are working with an imperfectly structured data, things may go terribly wrong.
Here are the two common issues. An easy fix is to eliminate the blanks and unhide all hidden areas before
sorting. Or, select the entire table first, and then alphabetize. Unrecognizable column headers If your column
headers are formatted differently from the rest of the data, Excel is smart enough to identify them and exclude
from sorting. But if the header row has no special formatting, your column headers will most likely be treated
as regular entries and end up somewhere in the middle of the sorted data. To prevent this from happening,
select only the data rows, and then sort. When using the Sort dialog box, make sure the My data has headers
checkbox is selected. How to sort alphabetically in Excel with formulas Microsoft Excel provides a variety of
features to cope with many different tasks. Many, but not all. If you are facing a challenge for which there is
no built-in solution, chances are it can be accomplished with a formula. It is also true for alphabetical sorting.
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Below, you will find a couple of examples when alphabetical order can only be done with formulas. How to
alphabetize in Excel by last name Since there are a few common ways to write names in English, you may
sometimes find yourself in a situation when the entries start with the first name while you need to alphabetize
them by the last name: With a full name in A2, insert the following formulas in two different cells, and then
copy them down the columns until the last cell with data: In C2, extract the first name: Since we need to
alphabetize the names, not formulas, convert them to values. For this, select all the formula cells E2:
Right-click the selected cells, click on Values under Paste Options, and press the Enter key: Good, you are
almost there! Now, select any cell in the resulting column, click the A to Z or Z to A button on the Data tab,
and there you have it - a list alphabetized by the last name: In case you need to revert to the original First
Name Last Name format, there is a little more work for you to do: Split the names into two parts again by
using the below formulas where E2 is a comma-separated name:
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4: Using calculated columns in Power BI Desktop - Power BI | Microsoft Docs
To create Power Query formulas in Excel, you can use the Query Editor formula bar, or the Advanced Editor. The Query
Editor is a tool included with Power Query that lets you create data queries and formulas in Power Query.

Tips This post will explain a trick for creating absolute structured references in Excel Table formulas.
Structured Reference Tables are great for creating clean, easy to read formulas. But creating absolute
references to the columns aka anchoring the columns in the formula is a bit tricky. Quick Guide Duplicate the
column references as if referring to multiple columns. One column in the same or other table: You can
download the Absolute Reference Add-in here. These tables have a lot of great features that make it easier to
work with and analyze data sets. Tables include a new syntax for referring to table columns in formulas.
Instead of using cell addresses with column letters and row numbers, Tables allow you to reference cells or
ranges with the table and column name. The major benefit of this is that formulas are much easier to type and
read when they refer to descriptive attributes of the table table and column names. If you are not familiar with
the Tables feature yet, checkout this video: The video is an in-depth tutorial on how to create and use tables. I
explain 10 awesome features that will save you lots of time when working with your data. By default, all table
references are absolute and have the following behavior when dragged or copied: Formula dragged across
columns: Column references change by referring to the next column to the right. When your formula needs to
contain a combination of absolute and relative references, there is no way to drag or copy the formula across
and keep the references correct. You can download the example workbook below to follow along. Cell
Reference cell G5: The structured reference formula contains the table and column names instead of the cell
references. This table style was introduced in Excel , and carries through to Excel and In my opinion the
formula is much easier to read because you know exactly what you are summing. So when you copy or drag
the formula across the columns, the reference will remain anchored to column E. This is an absolute reference.
This is considered a relative reference and not what we want for this formula. The Solution To create an
absolute reference with structured references you need to add an additional and duplicate column reference.
Here are the full formulas with relative and absolute references. The [ Color] column needs be anchored as
well. To anchor a row reference you need to put the symbol before the duplicate column reference and wrap it
all in brackets. The table name is also required, even when the reference is in the same table as the formula. So
the row reference looks like: It is very simple and easy to use, but packed with automated features so you can
update your formulas in under 3 seconds! Checkout the download page for more details.
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5: How to autofill formula when inserting rows in Excel?
In Excel, the Table format can help you to fill the above formula into the new inserted blank rows automatically, please
do as follows: 1. Select the data range that you want to auto fill formula, and then click Insert > Table, see screenshot.

Using Formulas with Tables By Diego Oppenheimer, on October 28, One of our goals with tables was to
create a set of features that reduce the overall maintenance required to keep a spreadsheet functioning well
over time. This involves making spreadsheets less prone to error, as well as making them more understandable
days, months, and years after the spreadsheet was created. Rethinking the interaction between tables and
formulas proved to be an important part of meeting that goal. As many readers have presaged, Excel 12
provides some new ways to reference tables and parts of tables. The feature is similar in concept to named
ranges with a few crucial differences. First, the names that can be referenced are automatically generated when
the table is created. Also, the names are automatically removed as columns are deleted or the entire table is
deleted. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the names automatically adjust as the table grows and shrinks.
As a result, the majority of the headaches of maintaining named ranges go away with structured referencing.
So how is all this manifested in the product? Structured referencing represents an addition to the syntax for
formulas in Excel. Here are the basics of how it works. A reference to a table looks like this: A reference to a
column looks like this: Again, this reference returns just the data. For example, here is what it would look like
to build the structured reference pictured above. Click to enlarge And with a single click or keystroke, Excel
12 completes the reference. Click to enlarge All I need to do is close the parenthesis and press enter and I am
done. We believe this will improve accuracy and efficiency. Structured references can be used inside tables as
well, and here Excel has even more new behaviors. My table looks something like the screenshot below. Click
to enlarge The formula I want is something like: So far so good. Click to enlarge The next step is to write the
formula. Excel gives me the following reference: Click to enlarge As you can see, when referencing a table
from within the table itself it is not necessary to prefix the table name. As I use other columns in my formula,
they get similar references. Click to enlarge This is another new feature of tables called calculated columns.
Any time a formula is entered into an empty table column it will automatically fill. Not only does it fill, but it
continues to fill down as you add or delete rows in the table. Further, if you really do not want columns filling
down ever, the feature itself can be turned off. If the calculated column ever needs to be updated, it is only
necessary to edit one copy of the formula and the change will propagate to all rows. In addition, it is possible
to change any single row e. Such cells will be flagged visually so that inconsistencies will be easy to spot.
Click to enlarge Furthermore, once a calculated column contains inconsistencies, subsequent edits to cells in
the calculated column do not propagate because Excel does not want to overwrite custom values. However,
the same UI shown above will appear allowing the user to opt-in to the behavior. The last feature I want to talk
about is the table totals row. For those that use Excel Lists, you will recognize the totals row, but we have
made some nifty improvements since , so please read on. The totals row is another special area of the table,
like the header row. It lives at the bottom of the table and its purpose is to calculate totals for the columns in a
table. Click to enlarge The total row can be enabled via the table tab in the ribbon, right-click on the table, or
by using the existing AutoSum functionality. The cells in the totals row also contain a dropdown that shows
you some of the most commonly used functions, lowering the bar for the new Excel user to write formulas. Or
if you just want to reference the headers: To reference the entire column: To reference just the header value of
a column: The special keywords can also be combined: At this point I think you get the idea. Some other
points about structured references: Table column names must be unique within the table itself. If the table
name or any of the column names change then any formulas that reference those names will automatically
update as well. Structured references can be created using selection with the mouse and yes, there is an option
to turn this off. In fact, structured selection I talked about it in my last post is one way to very quickly generate
structured references when writing formulas.
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6: News, Tips, and Advice for Technology Professionals - TechRepublic
Use Excel tables for quick formula auto-fill Excel 's new table feature eliminates the need to copy formulas; once you
define a data range as a table, Excel will do it for you!

Below is a table comparing the capabilities and benefits of each lookup method. The first step in deciding
which lookup formula to use is to determine what kind of lookup you need to perform. There are essentially
three lookup types: Vertical Lookup A vertical lookup is the process of defining a lookup value, finding that
lookup value vertically on the left hand column of your data set, and then returning the value in the column
related to your lookup value. Horizontal Lookup A horizontal lookup is very similar to a vertical lookup,
except that after you define the lookup value, you must find your lookup value horizontally across the top row
of your data set, and then return the value in the row related to your lookup value. Two things to note about
horizontal lookups: As you can see in the table above, Index Match covers both vertical and horizontal
lookups. You can utilize Index Match as an Hlookup formula simply by referencing ranges that are horizontal
rather than vertical. However, you will likely run into situations where you have to deal with horizontally
arranged data, especially in situations involving date keys. Unless you are unable to manipulate the data, one
of the best practices in Excel is to copy horizontally arranged data and transpose it. That way you can use a
vertical lookup formula rather than a horizontal one. Matrix Lookup As mentioned before, a matrix lookup
implies that you are looking up both a vertical and horizontal value to pinpoint the return value you want to
pull. This is essentially the process of establishing coordinates on a grid to locate a value, except in this case
the coordinates are lookup values. Once you understand the type of lookup you need to perform, there are a
number of factors you should to consider to determine which formula works best in your situation. Simplicity
While definitely not the most important issue, the simplicity of your formula is something you should consider
when writing a lookup. While it may be easy for you to memorize and write a complex lookup formula by
yourself, the next person who inherits your work may have more difficulty. For the uninitiated, these formulas
are much more intuitive and easier to learn. Because these formulas are built into Excel, when you begin
typing a Vlookup or Hlookup formula, the program prompts you with the required syntax for each input you
need to make. Every other formula on the list is a combination of formulas; therefore you have to make
custom adjustments to your inputs without Excel to guide you along the way. Your work is rarely done the
minute you finish writing your lookup. This becomes a complication because not all Excel lookup formulas
are immune to changes made in your data set. The most common issue that occurs is when you insert a
column or in the case of Hlookup a row into your data set. Because the column reference in the basic Vlookup
formula is fixed, inserting a column changes your return value. The same issue occurs when you delete a
column in your data set. The basic way to solve this problem is with the Match formula. As you can see in the
table above, most formulas that are insertion immune have this component as part of the lookup. Within these
lookup formulas, the Match formula acts as a column reference. Because the Match formula returns a value
based on the relative position of your lookup, the Match formula makes your column reference dynamic.
Therefore, even if you insert a column into your data set, your column reference will automatically update so
your return the value stays the same. Right to Left Lookup The Vlookup formula requires that your lookup
key be on the left hand side of your data set. Because the lookup key is on the far left hand side, you can only
look up values that are to the right of that lookup key. The key problem with this limitation occurs when you
are trying to create lookup keys for your data set. You decide that you want to create a new lookup key by
concatenating these two fields. To utilize this new key with Vlookup, you must insert the concatenated field to
the left hand side of your data set. This process shifts your entire data set to the right and can become
problematic if you have other formulas that are referencing this data. Processing Need Processing need is
something people rarely consider when writing lookup formulas. Whenever you write a Vlookup formula that
references a large data set, it requires processing power from Excel to calculate the formula. However, if you
happen to be building a huge Excel file with thousands of lookup values, processing need becomes a factor.
This is one area where the Index Match and Offset formulas have an advantage. The Verdict As you may have
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already figured out from the highlighting in the matrix, the Index Match formulas are the best formulas you
can use to perform Excel lookups. Though initially difficult to learn, these formulas provide you optimal
lookup functionality while preventing you from making errors in your spreadsheet.
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7: Tables Part 3: Using Formulas with Tables - Microsoft Blog
Second, the formula will automatically update when new rows are added to the Table. If new data is copied and pasted
into the Table, or if new rows are added at the bottom, a whole-column referencing formula will automatically update to
include the additions.

Sign up for our daily recaps of the ever-changing search marketing landscape. We respect your privacy. And,
as freaking intimidating as they can be, formulas become your lifeline in these moments. Turns out I was dead
wrong. Excel do that makes writing formulas â€” even advanced formulas like this one â€” much simpler. Not
because I copied it off the Internet. Let me show it to you in action. Formulas provide some kind of
instructions for Excel to calculate something. They always start with an equal sign. In the simplest terms,
functions are formulas that come prepackaged in Excel. Each function starts with the function name, followed
by a set of parentheses, e. The individual elements inside those surrounding parentheses, separated by
commas, are arguments. The brackets indicate that the argument is optional. I even included the crazy formula
you see above. Then in the last tab I replace all of the helper cells with the formulas they contain and just kept
sweeping right until I got to the final formula. I checked my formulas several times and tried retracing my
steps. Finally, I just subtracted 1 on the end, and it all worked as planned. I did this recently so that I could use
that column in a pivot table to group all target URLs that were linked to from a particular domain. The two
landing pages would show up under the www. But first some background. So basically what each of these
functions does is asks you: However, for the task at hand, what we need is the position of the first forward
slash after the domain. See those two forward slashes before the domain http: Yeah, those are going to trip us
up. We could have used 8 here, but if any of the URLs are secure, you would need one more character. Check
it out for yourself. So, the final formula looks like this: Click for larger image. This tells us what position each
of the forward slashes directly following the domain is in. B3 So, the final formula looks like this: Next, hit
the Esc key again to back out of that cell, and go back to the cell that houses your final formula and replace the
C3 reference with the formula you just copied from C3. Your formula should now look like this: Each of the
links takes you to the page on the Microsoft site that explains all about that particular function. If you spread
your helper cells from left to right across your spreadsheet, like I do, start to the far-left and work your way to
the right. If you spread them out vertically, start at the top and work your way down to the last formula you
wrote. I also regularly publish Excel video tutorials on my blog. Just grasp the principle of using helper cells
to test your functions along the way and to break your process down into easily, digestible steps. I used to try
to jam everything into one cell and would find myself all tangled up in the formula, even with the tool tips.
Opinions expressed in this article are those of the guest author and not necessarily Search Engine Land. Staff
authors are listed here. My areas of focus are SEO, analytics, and data collection and analysis. My claim to
fame is I make data sexy â€” and teach other marketers how to do the same.
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8: Kevin Magnussen's new Haas Formula 1 team deal is two-year contract - F1 - Autosport
Pivot Tables allow you to calculate and analyze data in several different ways. At the most basic level, a basic Pivot
Table provides some basic (but powerful) calculation functionality to determine the displayed values.

For example, you might choose to concatenate values from two different columns in two different but related
tables, perform addition, or extract substrings. You can name your columns whatever you want, and add them
to a report visualization just like other fields. DAX includes a library of over functions, operators, and
constructs, providing immense flexibility in creating formulas to calculate results for just about any data
analysis need. To learn more about DAX, see the Learn more section at the end of this article. DAX formulas
are similar to Excel formulas. In fact, DAX has many of the same functions as Excel. DAX functions,
however, are meant to work over data interactively sliced or filtered in a report, like in Power BI Desktop.
Unlike Excel, where you can have a different formula for each row in a table, when you create a DAX formula
for a new column, it will calculate a result for every row in the table. Column values are recalculated as
necessary, like when the underlying data is refreshed and values have changed. He wants to create a report
showing the number of shipments to different cities. He has a Geography table with separate fields for city and
state. But, Jeff wants his reports to show City, State as a single value on the same row. But with a calculated
column, Jeff can simply put together, or concatenate, the cities from the City column with the states from the
State column. Jeff right clicks on the Geography table and then clicks New Column. He then enters the
following DAX formula into the formula bar: This formula simply creates a new column named CityState, and
for each row in the Geography table, it takes values from the City column, adds a comma and a space, and
then concatenates values from the State column. Now Jeff has the field he wants. He can add it to his report
canvas along with the number of shipments. Very quickly and with minimal effort, Jeff now has a City, State
field he can add to just about any type of visualization. Jeff sees that when he creates a map visualization,
Power BI Desktop even knows how to read the City, State values in his new column. Be sure to see the
Tutorial: Create calculated columns in Power BI Desktop tutorial, where you can download a sample file and
get step-by-step lessons on how to create more columns. To learn more about columns you create as part of a
query, see the Create custom columns section in Common query tasks in Power BI Desktop.
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9: Excel Formulas: 10 Formulas That Helped Me Keep My Job
Excel Formulas will help you deal with data, how you present that data is a whole other animal. Check out this awesome
Excel Dashboard course if you're interested in using Excel for reporting.

Proper "text value" , and press Enter or choose the Enter icon. Power Query shows you the results in the
formula results pane. The result will look like this in a worksheet: You can also create advanced query
formulas in the Query Editor. You can use the Power Query Formula Language to combine multiple formulas
into query steps that have a data set result. The result can be imported into an Excel worksheet. This topic is
an introduction to advanced Power Query formulas. The original table looks like this: And, you want the
resulting table to look like this: Advanced query using Advanced Editor example To clean up the original
table, you use the Advanced Editor to create query formula steps. The complete query formula steps are listed
below. When you create an advanced query, you follow this process: Create a series of query formula steps
that start with the let statement. Please note that the Power Query Formula Language is case sensitive. Each
query formula step builds upon a previous step by referring to a step by name. Output a query formula step
using the in statement. Generally, the last query step is used as the in final data set result. In Query Editor,
choose Advanced Editor. You will see the Advanced Editor. Step 2 â€” Define the original source In the
Advanced Editor: This will use an Excel table as the data source. For more information about the Excel.
CurrentWorkbook formula, see Excel. Assign Source to the in result. To see the results in a worksheet: The
result looks like this in a worksheet: Step 3 â€” Promote the first row to headers To convert the values in the
ProductName column to proper text, you first need to promote the first row to become the column headers.
You do this in the Advanced Editor: PromoteHeaders formula to your query formula steps and refer to Source
as the data source. For more information about the Table. PromoteHeaders formula, see Table. Assign "First
Row as Header" to the in result. Step 4 â€” Change each value in a column to proper case To convert each
ProductName column value to proper text, you use Table. TransformColumns formula to your query formula
steps and refer to "First Row as Header" as the data source. TransformColumns formula, see Table. Assign
"Capitalized Each Word" to the in result. With the Power Query Formula Language you can create simple to
advanced data queries to discover, combine and refine data. Expand your Office skills.
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